
During the past decade, there has been much discussion about how spacecraft collect 
current from the ionosphere (Winckler, 1980). Even though the basic equations describing 
the plasma surrounding a high-voltage spacecraft are well known, there has k e n  debate on 
what set of algorithms is both sufficient to describe the plasma interactions, and yet 
practical enough to provide answers in a reasonable time on available computers 
(LaFramboise, 1982). Recently, the NASCAPILEO (NASA Charging Analyzer Program 
fo r  l a w  Earth Orbit) and POLAR (Potential Of Large spacecraft i n  the Auroral Region) 
ccxies have si~ccessfully bwn used to m d e l  the current collecting sheiiths of the SPEAR I 
and CHARGE-2 sounding rockets. The idpor~rhrns eniployed hy thew t w  computer 
codes provide insight into the mechanisms that control current collection from the 
lonosphere. The upcoming clecuodynaniic Tethered Satellite Sywm ('I'SS- I i will have 
dficient instrumentiition to further rest the ;~detlt~;~cy of the phy\ics i n  these computer 
ctnies. 
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lhere has bccn much progress in determining the physical mcchanisnis that control the 
flow of charged panicles from the ionosphere to spacccrafi at potentials large comparcd with 
the ambient plasma temperature. At altitudes greater than a few hundred kilomctcrs, space 
charge dominates ion collcction, while both space charge and magnetic fields limit clecmn 
collection. At lower altitudes. ion collection remains space-charge limited. but elecmn 
collection is dramatically enhanced by ionization within the sheath. The NASCAPLEO and 
POLAR codes solvc Poisson's equation, in three dimensions. for thc potential in thc vicinity 
of arbitrary geometry spacccrafi. The plasma cunrnlq collcctcd by spacxrift arc calculated by 
tracking represcnlativc par~iclc orhits thwgh Ihc h u t h .  The validi~y of the ctdc's underlying 
algorithms are discussd and comparisons with flight cxpcrimcnts arc shown. A comparison 
of CHARGE-2 calculatd and mcasurcd currents shows thal bolh thc 3-dimensional gcomcwy 
and h e  sclf-consistent spacc charge are important to obmn agreement with b e  flight data. 
SPEAR I calculations show that h e  interaction bctwccn ion and electron collecting sheaths 
breaks h e  symmetry and permits more electrons m be collcctcd than the spherical probe 
theory would suggest. 



THEORY 

The basic approach employed is to consider a spacecraft as a large, asymmetrical, high- 
voltage pmbe immersed in a magnetoplasma. There h ~ s  been extensive research into the 
current characteristics of probes in plasmas (Langmuir and Blodgett, 1924; Mott-Smith and 
Langmuir, 1926; Beard and Johnson, 1961; Chen, 1965; Laframboise and Rubinstein, 
1976; Rubinstein and Lafrarnboise, 1978, 1982,1983; Parker and Murphy, 1967). Most 
of the published work has been for symmetric probes. The emphasis in this discussion is 
on the extension of the basic theories into algorithms that account for asymmetries and the 
earth's magnetic fields. The approach used is to examine the conservation laws that limit 
current collection, and to identify the ones that most iimit the current. The algorithms in the 
computer codes satisfy the most severely limiting conservation laws. 

The ionosphere is a cool dense plasma. For the sounding rockets, typical ionospheric 
plasma parameters are 

n, = ni = 1011 ,-3 

e,= g i  = 0.1 eV. 
B = 0.3 Gauss ( 1 )  

The time and distance scales iisstwiated with this plasma are 

Typical active spacecraft experinlents have dimensions of meters, potentials of 
hundreds of volts or more, and durations as long as seconds. For such spacecraft. the 
disparity between the time and distance scales of the spacecraft and those of the plasma is 
so great that d h c t  simulation is not practical. Direct simulation, such as the use of Particle 
In Cell (PIC) codes, is appropriate when all the dimensions are comparable. The wide 
range of time and distance scales in the problem considered here allows approximations to 
be made that make the problem easier to solve than if the range were smaller. 

The equilibrium state of the plasma surrounding a spacecrrrft can be described by 
Poisson's equation and the collisionless Vlasov equation, 

where @ is the potential and fi, f, are the ion itnd electron distribution functions. 
respectively. The potential is measured with respect to the unperturbed plasma at great 
distances. The discussion below first examines resmctions o n  the panicles that can be 



collected by the spacecraft neglecting the charge density in equation (3). Then, the 
additional restrictions on the current due to finite space charge are considered. 

If the range of the potential were infinite, the maximum impact parameter of particles 
collected would be limited by angular momentum. For a sphere of radius a and potential 
@ , plasma electrons with velocity vh  could be collected if their impact parameter, b, was 
less than the limiting value. 

The collected current, which depends on b2, increases linearly with potential. This 
type of collection is seen in hot, dilute plasmas, such as the magnetosphere, but is rarely 
observed in the ionosphex. 

For electrons in the ionosphere, even if the range of the potential were infinite, the 
magnetic field introduces a canonical angular momentum that severely restricts the range of 
impact parameters which can be collected (Puker and Murphy, 1967). 

Conservation of canonical angular momentum is typiczlly the most limiting condition in 
the collection of electrons from the ionosphere. Early electron beam experiments aboard 
rockets reported currents much larger than implied by the Parker-Murphy theory, and others 
speculated that plasma turbulence scattered electrons across magnetic field lines (Linson, 
1969). However, recent data at altitudes above 250 km show clear evidence of magnetic 
limiting. These results imply that the earlier results were due to ionimion of the 
background neutral gas. 

The angular momentum limits described above are predicated on an infinite range of the 
attracting potential. This condition is clearly violated in the ionosphere for spacecraft at high 
potentials. A space charge sheath fornx around ii high potential spacecraft. This sheilth 
shields the bulk of the plasma from the potentiill. Since electric ficlils art: very small in thc 
surrounding plasma. the sheath satisfies the condition that the sheath space charge balances 
the spacecraft surface charge. 

The space charge of the attracted electrons or ions would shield a +t((XK) volt potential 
on a 1-meter sphere in 8 meters. For ions, this is ii much shorter distance than either 
angular rnomntum limit. For electrons, the rni~gnetic limit is a factor of two less than the 
spiice charge limit. Equat~on (7)  provides insight into magnetically limited sheaths. 



Although scattering can leave electrons trapped in the sheath, the number that are trapped 
cannot be substantial, unless they generate enough ions to balance their space charge. For 
large sheath dimensions, compared with the effective radius of the spacecraft, the sl~rface 
charge depends only weakly on the sheath radius. Thus, while the magnetic field may 
modify particle trajectories and the sheath shape, the total number of electrons in the sheath 
is the same with or without the magnetic field. 

Outside of the space charge sheath, the ionosphere is perturbed by weak elecmc fields 
that focus thermal current to the sheath edge and allow the plasma to satisfy the Bohm 
criterion at the sheath edge. How this is accomplished in a magnetoplasma is not known. 
2or nonmagnetized plasmas, Parrot, ct 01. (1982) calculated self-consistent potentials and 
densities for the quasi-neutral presheath. Their analysis lead t o  a sheath edge potential of 
070,  and an incident current of 1.45 jlh. These results, modified to account for 
spacecraft motion, are used in the computer calculations. 

ALGORITHMS 

The analysis above describes the plasma surrounding a high-voltage spacecraft in terms 
of a nonneutral space charge sheath, a quasi-neutral presheath, and the undisturbed plasma. 
The potential variation in the presheath is small, less than 8,. For spacecraft potentials of a 
hundred volts or more, this is beyond the accuracy of the calculations, and the potential 
variation in the presheath is ignored. 

Throushout space, NASCAPILEO and POLAR solve the variational form of Poisson's 
equation 

The varidtional form of Poisson's equation is usea because it is easier to gerieralize to three 
dimensions and imgular zoning. A finite element approach is used to interpolate between 
nodal values of the potential. Equation (8) is solved using a scaled conjugate gradient 
algorithm. 

The solution of Poisson's equation is straightforward; the complications stem from the 
determination of the space charge density. Outside of the sheath, the plasma is assumed to 
shield linearly, 

This approximation is used in both the YASCAP/LEO and POLAR codes. The use of an 
analytic approximation for the presheath charge density is necessary to prevent outrageous 
computing requirements. For ii problem spiice of lorn x IOm x 1 Om, on the order of 1 O9 
rnacro particles would be needed to keep numerical fluctuations below the thermal energy 
of the particles. 

Inside the sheath, NASCATVLEO and POLAR use different algorithms to obtain the 
charge density. In POLAR, macro panicles are tracked in from the sheath edge and their 
conmbution to the space charge is ilcct~m~lated in each element. The equations o f  motion 



of the macro particles include the Lorentz force, so the resultant charge density includes the 
effects of the earth's magnetic field. POLAR iterates calculations of space charge and 
potentials until convergence is obtained. This frequently requires days of computing on a 
desktop workstation. Some particles are neither collected by the object nor ejected from the 
sheath. These particles are followed for some number of bounces within the sheath. The 
number of bounces followed is the only free parameter in a POLAR calculation, and is 
usually chosen high enough (around 10) so that only a few percent of the particles are still 
bouncing at the end of the calculation. 

NASCAPLEO uses a simple, nonlinear analytical formula for the space charge. The 
function used is 

where the first factor represents the linear Debye screening from Equation (Y), the 
numerator represents the density increase due to trajectory convergence, and the 
denominator reflects the density decrease due to particle acceleration in the sheath. Figure 1 
shows equation 10 without the convergence factor. The convergence factor, C($ ,E), is a 
function of local field and potential. 

where 

The quantities r,,, and r refer to radii of an effective spherical diode. The numerical values 
were obtained by a fit to Langmuir-Blodgett spherical sheath results. C is zero for planar 
sheaths. When convergence is negligible, Equation (10) reduces, in the limit of large 
potentials. to the charge ciensity of the acceler:wd plasma themlal cunrnt, 

Poisson's equatiov is solved iteratively with Equation (10) for the hhci~th potentials and 
fields. Equation (10) is not only used in NASCAP/LEO, but also in POLAR , where i t  is 
used to provide an initial potential estimate for the particle pushing iterations. 

While the analytic charge density does not include magnetic field effects, it yields 
sheath potentials that lead to panicle currents ~ in i i lu  to panicle currents computed from the 
self-consistent solutions. This occurs for two reasons. First. equi~tion 7 says that the total 
charge in the sheath is the same whether there is a magnetic field or not. The formula in 
cquation 10 distributes the chiuge incorrectly, hut i t  gives the total charge correctly. 
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asymmetry inutduccd b> thc r l ~ u t i n g  : ( & k t  h*i> ;:cr~:\::::,: .,A:::,!\[ ,i!i the electron\ 
entering the sheath to be colltxted by the \phew<. rn.tgrycri, iln!lrlng played no mle In the 
measured currents. Figure 2 shows calculated result3 t'rorn \ASCXP/LEO for SPEAK I 
with one sphere biased to 36 kV a d  the spacecraft grc ) u n d  ;it - 6 kV. Figure 2a shows 
potential contours and figure 20 shows the path of all elcitron 1!1 thc potentials. Fig::= 3 
shows a compariso~i between the measured and calculatcc! currents. For SPEAR 1, 
NASCAPLEO rind POLAR give alinosi identica! rewlrs. Thc NASCAP/LEO calculations, 
using Equation ( 10) for the charge den*;ity, tcwk a few CPL: hour\ each. POLAR, pushing 
particles to obtain a self-consistent cti;trge density, ttmk a week of computer time for a 
single calculation. 

The CHARGE-2 rocket consihted of ;I main payload section, containing an electron gun. 
and a smaller "daughter" payload section connected to the mainsection by a conducring 
tether. The NASCAPfLEO calculated ion currents collected were in agreement with the 
observed currents. The agreement cutends to the currents to four small probes designed to 
measure sheath potentials. Electron collection by the mother had been first reported to 
exceed the magnetic lirnits of Parker and Murphy (Myers rr (11 . .  1989). The Parker and 
Murphy limit was calculated using spherical probe whose surface area was equal to that of 
the rocket For data obtained above 250 knl. NASCAP/I,EO and POLAR calculations 
(Table I ) ,  both agree with the measurements. The NASCAI'LXO and POLAR cdcul;tted 
curnnts are almost a factor of two greiltcr than the spherical probe estimates. 'This 
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demonstrates the importance of using the correct, 3-dimensional geomctr).. The POLAR 
self-consistent current is about 50 percent greater than the non-self-consistent 
NASCAP/LEO result. The POLAR calculation shows that sheath contraction, due to the 
effect of the magnetic field on electron trajectories, enables a larger number of electrons 
entering the sheath to be collected by the rocket body. Figure 4 shows the sheath 
contraction in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field. Below 250 km, the 
measured currents were higher than either code predicts. Presumably, the higher currents 
were due to ionization of background gases by the electron beam. 

CONCLUSION 

Algorithms have been developed that calculate the plasma currents collected by high- 
voltage spacecrafi in the ionosphere. The algorithms assume the plasma shields very small 
potentials ( kl c 0.78, ) linearly on the Debye length scale. For larger potentials. 
NASCAPLEO uses an analytic formula based on current continuity for the charge density. 
POLAR iterates particle-tracked densities and potentials until a self-consistent solution is 
achieved. Both codes push particles in from the sheath edge to determine how much 
current is collected. In both codes the full Lorentz force is used to determine the force on 
the particles. Comparisons with flight data from SPEAR I and CHARGE-:! show that the 
3-dimensional geomeuy plays a major role in the determination of collected currents. The 
CHARGE-:! calculations show that self-consistent space charge increases the magnetic- 
limited electron currents. 
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Table 1. Calculated and measured collected current (mA) 

Altitude Potential Measllnd Parka- N ASC A P U O  NASCAPLEO POLM 
[kml [voltsl Murphya Coliectcd Cunent Sheath Current Selfconsistent 

aCalculaud for sphere of radius 0.6 meters. 



Fig. I .  Charge density as a function of potential from equation 10 for A D = l  m. 



Fig. 2. (a) Potential contours calculated by bJASCAP/LEO for the case with one sphere 
biased to 46 kV and the spacecraft ground at 4 k V  and (b) path of an electron in the potentials 
shown in (a). Note that the path is dramatically infiuenced by the presence of the ion-collecting 
sheath. 



V(kV) r 985 1 (A) Flt to NASCAPlLEO 
V(kV) = 880 1 (A) Fit to SPEAR I Data 
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Fig. 3. Observed and calculated current collected by the 36 kV s p h e ~  as a function of 
applied potential. 



Fig. 4. POLAR calculations of the sheath about the CHARGE-2 rocket perpendicular to 
and in the plane of the earth's magnetic field. Note how the sheath extends much farther away 
from the rocket in the direction of the earth's magnetic field. 
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